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120LT COMMANDO BACK PACK
The 120 Lt Commando Back Pack from Chute Systems has eight external
pockets all with zip closures and additional ladder locks. There are two water
hydration pouches situated one on each side of the bag. The bag has two
internal compartments which can be opened allowing for 1 internal capacity
compartment or closed to allow for 3 internal compartments. There is an
extendable top to allow for extra capacity. The bag has a shoulder harness
system with internal aluminium frame and a cummerbund for comfort and
support. The Bag can be modified to be used with an external frame.

COMMANDO 3 DAY BAG
The Commando 3 Day Bag from Chute Systems is specifically designed for
short duration operations. It has multiple compartments with zip closures and
an internal frame for comfort. There are four pockets on the outside and a
total of eight pouches and two mesh pockets within the bag. This bag is a midsized back pack with a ventilating back panel and silent zipper pulls. It has a
detachable sternum strap and padded removable waist belt. The inside has a
pouch to fit an optional 2-3Litre Camelbak hydration system. The pack has a
main compartment, smaller cargo pouch and cargo pocket. The bag can be used
as a medical bag or radio operator’s bag. Hunters and Game Rangers can also
use this Bag with great effect.

COMMANDO BATTLE JACKET
The Commando Battle Jacket from Chute Systems is an adjustable load bearing
harness with a multiple pocket system. It is based on the trusted Neumoller
Operational Jacket and has been specifically designed to meet the rigors of
military and tactical service life. The jacket has a back adjustable webbing system
and front straps with multiple pockets to accommodate water bottles, radios,
rations and additional ammunition. The side panels have multiple pockets with
zip closures and the back panel has a zip closure pouch attached with a molle
system for easy removal. Hunters and Game Rangers can also use this Jacket
with great effect.
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COMMANDO CHEST WEBBING
The Commando Chest Webbing from Chute Systems is an adjustable rig with
quick release webbing straps and shoulder pads. It is tough, durable, and easy
to put on and take off. Designed specifically for Special Forces and Paratrooper
Operations. Very comfortable, excellent for Vehicle Mobile Operations. This
type of Webbing has been used to great effect in all minor or major conflict
zones. The pouches can easily accommodate 6x AK47/R4/R5 magazines. The
webbing comes standard with a 9mm Pistol pouch under the left armpit. It also
comes standard with grenade pouches and a Map Reading / Navigation pouch.

COMMANDO URBAN DUFFEL BAG
The Commando Urban Duff-le Bag from Chute Systems is designed with one
internal compartment to accommodate multiple types of equipment. The top
has a full zip closure, with outer zip pockets. This Bag is made out of 1000D
Cordura material. It is a heavy-duty bag, ready to haul paratrooper style! The
bag has a zip main compartment and has webbing wraparound carry handles
that are rugged for heavy loads.

COMMANDO URBAN DUFFEL BAG (SMALL)
The Commando Urban Duffel Bag from Chute Systems is designed with one
internal compartment to accommodate multiple types of equipment. The top
has a full zip closure. The Shoulder carry strap is detachable. The duffel bag is
a multi-purpose carry bag. The bag has two side pouches with zip closures, a
shoulder strap and carry handles and is made from Cordura 1000D Material.

OPERATIONAL MEDICAL BAG
The Operational Medical Bag from Chute Systems is specifically designed for
easy access for all medical supplies during emergencies. The bag has multiple
compartments with zip closures and transparent pocket pouches for the easy
view of contents. It is made from 1000D Cordura Material for durability with
a strong webbing carry handle. This bag is compact yet opens to a variety of
pouches for medical supplies and is available with a second bag attachment
option.
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COMMANDO URBAN ASSAULT JACKET
The Commando Urban Assault Jacket from Chute Systems is designed with a
mesh body with webbing molle system for detachable modules. The vest also
has a detachable hydration pouch on the back. The shoulders are adjustable and
the upper part of the jacket is padded for Comfort. The jacket has a front opening
zip with internal pockets on either side with zip closures. The Commando Urban
Assault Jacket features side-release buckles with adjustable web straps for a
tailored fit.

COMMANDO UTILITY BELT
The Commando Utility Belt from Chute Systems is a vital piece of equipment
that completes the modular equipment system. It is made from durable Cordura
1000D materials and will never twist under strain. A multitude of detachable
pieces of gear can be hung from it. We are able to offer this fine piece of
equipment with all the attachments. This piece of equipment can be used by
Commando’s or SWAT officers alike.

COMMANDO 9MM LEG HOLSTER
The Commando 9mm Leg Holster from Chute System is designed to fit on the
Commando Utility Belt and straps around the upper thigh. It is a wrap around
type holster to enable adjustment to various side arms. It has a top strap to
secure the firearm. The Holster has been designed specially to meet the rigors
of military and tactical service life. It is tough, durable, and is easy to put on and
take off. It is made from durable Cordura 1000D Materials.

COMMANDO 9MM MAGAZINE LEG RIG
The Commando 9mm Magazine Leg Rig from Chute Systems will suit all your
needs. The Commando 9mm Magazine Leg Rig is designed to hang from the
Commando Utility Belt and straps around the upper thigh. It can be manufactured
to fit any type of Side Arm Magazine. It is made from durable Cordura 1000D
Materials.
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COMMANDO UTILITY LEG RIG
The Commando Utility Leg Rig from Chute Systems is designed to be suspended
from the Commando Utility Belt and attached to the leg. It comprises of
multiple pockets with velcro fastenings. The Commando Utility Leg Rig is a drop
leg platform just like you want it. The utility pouch has a fully adjustable quick
release leg strap. It is made from durable Cordura 1000D Materials.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS ROPE LEG BAG
The Special Operations Rope Leg Bag from Chute Systems is designed to hold
the rope system used by Special Forces during Abseiling or Rappelling from
Helicopters or Buildings alike. The Special Operations Rope Leg Bag has been
specifically designed to meet the rigors of military and tactical service life. It is
made from durable Cordura 1000D Materials.

TACTICAL KNEE AND ELBOW PADS
The Tactical Knee and Elbow Pads from Chute Systems are extremely
competitive non slip Elbow and Knee pads. It has a unique hybrid construction
which combines high and low density materials to deliver maximum “cush”. The
Tactical Knee and Elbow Pads have a heavy duty hard shell composite cap which
is truly non slip and plants firmly on any surface.

GLOVES
The Gloves from Chute Systems are medium weight belay/rappel gloves that
offers extra protection without sacrificing dexterity. Double-layer leather and
padding protects the palm from heat generated during long rappels. Fingertips
and other high-wear areas are reinforced for increased durability. The back is
made of leather with abrasion-resistant stretch nylon at key flex areas. The low
profile neoprene cuff with velcro closure features a reinforced carabiner hole
for attaching the gloves to your harness. It can also successfully be used during
Parachute Operations.
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PARATROOPER HELMET
The Paratrooper Helmet from Chute Systems is used by military and special
tactical units. Based on the PASGT it has been designed to be light weight and
offers compatibility with night vision and communication equipment. Advanced
plant and processing techniques are used to provide enhanced shell protection
at lower weight and with improved comfort. A 5-point harness system is used
for improved comfort, balance and reduce fatigue. Harnesses are manufactured
from the highest quality webbings, buckles and chin cups and is available in
black or olive drab.

PROTECTIVE EYEWARE
The ESS Tactical XT goggle from Chute Systems is an economical highperformance goggle with all the core performance features of the ESS
Striker™ Series, without the accessories. The 40mm strap has slides for easy
strap adjustment. The 2.6mm Polycarbonate lens provides essential ballistic
protection with distortion-free optical clarity.

COMMANDO COTTON URBAN OVERALL
The Commando Cotton Urban Overall from Chute Systems is specifically
designed for Special Forces and Paratrooper Operations and Training. It is made
of durable 100% Cotton Twill. The one piece overall with elasticated waistline
is designed for a comfortable, adjustable fit. It has adjustable cuffs and ankles
for improved fit. The Commando Cotton Urban Overall has padded knees and
elbows for protection as well as a drag handle at the back.

COMMANDO FREE FALL TWIN ZIP
The Commando Free Fall Twin Zip from Chute Systems is built with materials
that will stand up to the demanding use of Parachute Operations. It has a double
zipper design which runs from neck to ankle. This makes it easy to fit even over
boots. The Commando Free Fall Twin Zip has a pleated back with elastic waist
band for fit and elastic foot stirrups with elastic ankle cuffs. It has a Nylon knit
collar for comfort. It also has reinforced knees and seat for durability.
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NOMEX FLIGHT SUIT
The Nomex Flight Suit from Chute Systems is an Air Force styled flight suit. The
Nomex Flight Suit is built to military specifications. The Flight Suit is made out of
Nomex to protect pilots from the possibility of cockpit fires and other mishaps.
Recently, troops riding in ground vehicles have also begun wearing Nomex for
added protection during tactical operations.

COTTON FLIGHT SUIT
The Cotton Flight Suit from Chute Systems is an Air Force style collared flight
suit. It has adjustable wrist cuff tabs with velcro closure as well as adjustable
waist tabs with velcro closure. The Cotton Flight Suit has two slash pockets on
the chest with zipper closures. It has added padding on the knees.
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CONTACT US
Office Nr: +27 51 446 0862 | +27 51 446 0657
Fax Nr: +27 51 446 0199
Physical Address:
49 Du Plessis Avenue
Langenhovenpark, Bloemfontein
Postal Address:
Po Box 13370, Noordstad, South Africa, 9302
Douw Raimondo (Owner)
+27 79 894 5161 (RSA)
+264 81 459 5267 (Namibia)
douw@chutesyst.co.za
Waldo Krähenbühl (Owner)
+27 82 445 1794 (RSA)
+264 81 716 9912 (Namibia)
waldo@chutesyst.co.za
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